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ICARIANS IN AMERICA

On Labor Day weekend in 2001, New York City was bathed in sunlight. Its
streets, shops, restaurants, and theaters were packed with locals and visitors
there to celebrate leisure. Days before the terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center, the world’s capital offered its hospitality to those who were
there to play, as it accommodated those who were there to work.

The city’s Hilton Hotel was especially vibrant. From dawn to dawn the
lobbies buzzed with joyful guests engaged in a frenzy of enthusiastic greet-
ings, affectionate embraces and kisses, and endless chit-chat marked by
“Greeklish” (a mix of Greek and English words). The 2001 national conven-
tion of the “Pan-Icarian Brotherhood of America—ICAROS” was in progress.
Kozaitis (not an Icarian) was present to participate in what was to become a
potent display of not only an “imagined community,” but a self-consciously
constructed affinity group whose members exhibit “connection” and “an
identity of our own.”

Icaria is one of the Northeastern Aegean Islands, a rather small and not
well known place in a part of Greece distinguished by its physical and cul-
tural diversity, due in part to its association with Turkey and an Asian her-
itage. At present many self-identified Icarians reside in Athens, Greece, but
most live in the United States. More than 2,000 families participate in the an-
nual celebration of their unified identity as Icarians, Greeks, and Americans.
Proud of their financial success and professional achievements, Icarians in
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the United States attribute their political strength to the community they
call ICAROS, which they have created in America. Recalling stories of dis-
crimination, exclusion, racism, and poverty left behind by the early immi-
grants from Icaria, their descendants are planning an elaborate centennial
celebration of the Brotherhood, to be held in 2003. As one Icarian leader put
it, “It has taken us 100 years to establish ourselves as a community, but look
at us now. We live in our own world, and we live well at that!”

The more financially secure and socially integrated members of an eth-
nic group are, the more likely they are to erect and maintain cultural
boundaries of distinction. Why? Because they can afford it! This is espe-
cially true in multicultural societies like the United States and Canada.
Kozaitis observed a reportedly affluent population, self-identified as “eth-
nic,” whose members express their appreciation for a host society that nur-
tures its diversity. Most impressive was the presence of adolescents and
young adults at this convention. Their investment in cultural continuity was
especially clear in their parties, which young and old alike describe as a
mating ground from which new families spring year after year.

Members of ICAROS articulate a rhetoric of ethnic pride and cultural
authenticity. Specific religious and linguistic habits, music, food, and dance
permit them to distinguish themselves from Icarians in Greece, from other
regionally identified Greeks in America, such as the Pan-Thisvian Society
(of which Kozaitis is a member), and from “all others.” The ICAROS logo
features Icarus, the son of Daedalus. A well-known figure in Greek mythol-
ogy, Icarus serves as a symbol of the Icarians’ common past. (Icarus fell and
died tragically after using artificial wings that his father constructed; they
were held together by wax, which melted when he flew too close to the sun
to escape from the Labyrinth, a maze in which the king of Crete kept the
Minotaur, the half-man–half-bull born to his queen after she mated with a
sacred bull.) Members of ICAROS claim ownership of the mythical place in
which “man’s imagination to fly” has its beginnings. They use the terms
“brother” and “sister” to refer to one another in conversation or print. Core
values, such as the nuclear and extended family, endogamy, higher educa-
tion, financial prosperity, and bipatriotism, are celebrated and transmitted
to the young who, by their participation in this event and community, em-
brace and reproduce. (Bipatriotism refers to loyalties, identity, and partici-
pation in two societies.)

Every community is organized according to its history and geography,
the material resources at its disposal, political relations, patterned behavior,
and a system of core beliefs. People assert their agency to create communi-
ties which they imbue with meaning and power. In the process, they con-
struct their history, which new generations review, reproduce, or change,
not always consciously. Financially and socially secure in the United States,
Icarians construct what they perceive to be a culture of their own, rooted in
and sustained by Icarian traditions, customs, rituals, and values. Markers of
an Icarian heritage are obvious. They include particular surnames, the Ikar-
iotiko (an Icarian dance), and a local dialect of modern Greek. But the
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building blocks of this community are American made and, therefore, are
culturally hybrid.

ICAROS follows American protocols of community organization. A na-
tional president leads this community, assisted by a vice president, a secre-
tary, a treasurer, and a counselor. The community is further delineated
according to six districts spanning all states and Canada, each district led by
its own governor. Members are associated with one of 25 local chapters,
each with its own national representative. Three chairmen, three directors,
and a secretary are in charge of the Pan-Icarian Foundation, a charitable
organization designed to raise funds and finance scholarships, summer
youth camps in Icaria, a University Chair in Hellenic Studies, a residential
retirement facility in Greece, and other community projects. During the re-
union in New York, Greek was spoken intermittently in casual conversa-
tions, but most of the business meetings were conducted in English. Their
content focused on “being and becoming Icarian in America.” ICAROS is a
product and a creation of a multicultural society. Its members have woven a
cultural tapestry that includes elements of Ikaria, contemporary Greece,
and mainstream American culture.

Human agency, the collective capacity of human beings to construct cul-
ture within historic and political processes, is easily realized in a society
whose mainstream thrives on diversity. The case at hand illustrates that it is
precisely the sociocultural advantages of being in the mainstream that em-
power ICAROS to cultivate a distinct collective identity. To be sure, a threat
to a people’s integrity can generate the collective will to resist oppression
and to mobilize for cultural survival. The black, feminist, and gay move-
ments attest to this principle, as do more recent organized efforts by the
aged and people with disabilities to ensure their human rights. As this book
demonstrates, agency, and its attendant expression of culture as power, is a
key feature of the multicultural society. f

THE POWER OF CULTURE

Increasingly, North Americans—individuals and groups—are constructing
identities on the basis of culture. That is, people use culture (shared knowl-
edge, values, and experience) to organize society into cohesive groups with
political, economic, educational, and moral goals. In the past, anthropolo-
gists tended to see culture as a given, rather than as a basis for new social
identities. The tendency has been to portray culture as something passive,
ages old, enduring, inherited. Culture (tradition) was seen as something uni-
fying a whole society rather than a force capable of segmenting society into
cohesive subgroups. The conventional view of culture has been that it was a
social glue binding people through their common past rather than some-
thing being continually created and reworked in the present. The new em-
phasis, and a focus of this book, is on the role of human agency. This refers
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to the actions that individuals, especially leaders and mobilizers of cultur-
ally defined groups, take in making and remaking cultural identities.

Multiculturalism (from here on abbreviated as MC) is a volatile force.
MC pervades the worlds of work, politics, public service, and personal rela-
tions. We confront elements of MC as we work, vote, socialize, and watch
television. MC influences marketers of products, lobbyists advocating polit-
ical change, physicians recommending treatment plans, architects design-
ing accessible office buildings, and executives seeking to enhance diversity
management among personnel.

Although MC is pervasive, its formal study has received too little atten-
tion. Consequently, MC remains a mystery to many, a burden to some, and
a threat to others. The understanding of MC is hindered further by seeing it
as an independent variable, when it is actually a symptom of larger changes.
MC is not a neutral model; because of its political implications, it has advo-
cates and opponents.

Based on the idea of culture, MC also has social, ideological, political,
and economic dimensions. In this book we present MC in its context and to-
tality—as a social condition, an idea, a movement, and part of our economy.
We also explore the causes of its emergence.

CONCEPTUALIZING CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Basic to modern nation-states is socioeconomic stratification—differential
access to resources, including the means of production. Stratification and
segmentation (the division of society into discrete groups) produce a multi-
plicity of ranked cultural units, along with evaluations of their intrinsic
worth. Efforts to expose, challenge, and change this ranking system constitute
the crux of the movement known as MC. Our discussion of MC begins with a
consideration of key features of diversity in contemporary North America.

Cultural diversity refers to variation in institutions, traditions, language,
customs, rituals, beliefs, and values. All nations have such internal varia-
tion. Recent settlers of North America trace their origins to Europe, Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. Within the United States and Canada many groups
claim a particular heritage (e.g., ethnic roots) that distinguishes them from
other such groups and from a mainstream, dominant national culture
(Takaki 1993). Other kinds of groups are based on a common occupational
status and identity. Still other expressions of diversity involve contrasts
among rural, urban, and suburban lifestyles.

Another set of groups is defined by perceptions of reality, cognitive
ties—what people know or think they know. Knowing complements two
other kinds of social alignment: (1) being—social links corresponding to pri-
mordial ties such as kinship, descent, caste, or religion—and (2) doing—
membership reflecting the civic ties that characterize nation-states, such as
residence and participation in a district, county, state, province, or other
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governmental or administrative unit and its affairs, including work (Geertz
1963). In contemporary North America, cognitive ties compete, and coexist,
with primordial and civic ties. These three means of social organization
breed a variety of cultural units.

The presence of variety in contemporary North America is a given. MC,
by contrast, particularly its political manifestation, is a North American
achievement, a contemporary construction. MC stands for (1) the acknowl-
edgment of variation, (2) the belief that all cultural segments merit equal value,
scholarly interest, and social representation, and (3) the practice of seeking
economic, political, and cultural parity for minority groups. MC differs from
its predecessors, assimilation and pluralism. Each term corresponds to a way
of dealing with diversity and a period in North American history.

Assimilation

Assimilation refers to the merging of groups and their traditions within a
society that endorses a single common culture. Assimilation requires mi-
norities to adopt the traits of the dominant culture. Assimilation was en-
couraged during the Great Immigration around 1900 and through World
War II. This model applied mainly to the White Anglo-Saxon Protestants
(WASPs) who have dominated the United States since its English coloniza-
tion, and the European immigrants who followed, including Germans, Irish,
Italians, and Russians. Native North American Indians, the first settlers of
the New World, and the Africans who began to arrive in the 17th century as
slaves were not easy candidates for assimilation. These groups, who were
clearly different in physical appearance (phenotype) from the whites, were
excluded from full assimilation. “White ethnics,” by contrast (i.e., non-WASP
Europeans), were encouraged to embrace the motto e pluribus unum, to
forge one nation out of many nationalities.

The idea of a melting pot assumes that immigrants want to emulate the
dominant group and seek to melt into one people. Blending is neither dem-
ocratic nor selective. Rather, assimilation assumes that all groups that have
had lower or marginal status would choose, and ought, to adopt dominant
traits as their own. However, the assimilationist model has several flaws.
Absorption into a mass culture means erasing prior cultural traits and
identities—changing names, dress, speech, values, and behavior. Such ad-
justments foster “passing” or “fitting in.” Assimilation requires internal, psy-
chological allegiance to the dominant group as well as external, physical
similarity. People who look like the dominants are most likely to blend in.
Consider the first-generation American-born descendant of Greek peasants,
Demetrios Demosthenis. By graduating from an Ivy League college, chang-
ing his name to James Demos, and dressing in preppy garb, he manages to
become the “Ralph Lauren poster child.” However, these markers in them-
selves don’t get him far on Wall Street. His stature of 6 feet, fair skin, light-
brown hair, and midwestern English combine to give him the stamp of
social approval.
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Assimilation rejects the value of ethnic customs. Loyalty to traditions
from the old country declines as immigrants and their offspring negotiate
upward mobility. On the other hand, evident racial differences and cate-
gories do not assimilate. Race isn’t as malleable as ethnicity is. The African-
American physician may be mistaken for a secretary in a medical office. A
third-generation professor of Japanese descent is asked about his immigra-
tion status. The college student of mixed Korean and Anglo-Saxon heritage
is still labeled Korean.

The assimilationist model focuses on individuals, not groups. That is, in-
dividuals merge; groups do not. Theoretically, a Yugoslav in the United States
can assimilate to the dominant culture, as can an immigrant from Pakistan,
or an African American from a rural area. However, Yugoslavs, Pakistanis,
and African Americans do not assimilate into the mainstream collectively.

The assimilationist model assumes and emphasizes a single cultural
core. This presumption of a normal national pattern of values and behavior
can differentiate numerous marginal and peripheral groups. From these
subcultures, the elite may select “qualified” individuals to join the privileged
class, offering them access to resources and cultural capital.

Pluralism

Pluralism, not to be confused with the plural society concept to be dis-
cussed in Chapter 5, holds that ethnic and racial difference should be al-
lowed to thrive, so long as such diversity does not threaten dominant values
and norms. This view emerged in the 1970s, in the context of migration
from eastern and southern Europe and Asia, and growing participation
by African Americans and Hispanics in the labor force, higher education,
and the Civil Rights movement. Unlike assimilation, pluralism embraces
racial as well as ethnic differences. However, its emphasis is on moral rela-
tivism, a social ethic rooted in tolerance of diversity, rather than acceptance
and appreciation of collective behavior that may contradict or threaten a
dominant culture.

Notions derived from social Darwinism underlie pluralism. One is the
idea that social groups compete for resources and power, and that they win
or lose in the struggle for existence because of intrinsic qualities that make
particular groups more or less fit than others. Pluralism interprets the rela-
tive fortune of groups through stereotypes involving their assumed strengths
and weaknesses. East Indians, for example, may be perceived as ambitious,
but the family orientation of Mexican Americans may be seen as impeding
their mobility. While tolerating diversity, pluralism does not question the
need for a dominant culture, nor does it challenge stratification. Pluralists
may praise the festive spirit of Greek Americans, but a Greek president is
somehow implausible. Also, pluralism regards ethnic boundaries as firm,
cultural borders as static, and identities as fixed. Pluralists speak of “the Ital-
ians,” “women,” “Asians,” “homosexuals,” and “blacks,” creating a mono-
lithic image and ignoring diversity, often substantial, within the group.
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Multiculturalism

Multiculturalism differs from assimilation and pluralism (1) by recogniz-
ing a multiplicity of legitimate cultural cores, or centers; (2) by acknowl-
edging cultural criteria as the source of group formation; and (3) by
promoting democratization and equity among groups. Assimilation and
pluralism are founded on the maxim e pluribus unum (out of many, one).
MC, by contrast, introduces a new ethos: In one, many. Society is seen not
as various traditions blending into one heritage, but as the coexistence of
many heritages and newly invented traditions within a single nation-state.

MC is manifest in many forms. First is MC as fait accompli, a neutral
condition describing present-day society and rooted in demographic reality.
The vital statistics of our population depict its global origins, phenotypical
variety, occupational diversity, and mosaic of cultural traits. Heterogeneity
is a social fact. In a generation North America has undergone a fundamen-
tal transformation. Increasingly our society is organized according to the
conceptualization, regulation, and management of difference.

Second is MC as ideology, a doctrine that influences our economic, polit-
ical, and social systems. As a new moral order, MC pushes society toward so-
ciocultural equity. The various segments of our population, along with their
institutions, behavior, and beliefs, are seen as having legitimacy and value.

Third, MC is manifest in policy and laws that seek to redress economic,
political, and social inequities. MC combats discrimination based on such
factors as origin, sex, and age. As policy, MC supports legal rights that gov-
ernment and private industry extend to persons by virtue of their citizenship
and their membership in a category. MC influences all domains of society,
including education and the media. Diversity is mainstreamed in workshops
and school curriculum reform and through media images.

MC as decorum permeates personal relations. Business transactions, ro-
mantic liaisons, friendships, and casual conversations are regulated by po-
litical correctness, the unwritten law and etiquette of contemporary society.

The most salient manifestation of MC is as identity, a psychosocial and
political orientation that individuals internalize and that is shared by people
united by a common status or experience. MC as identity is expressed in the
formation of affinity groups, aggregates that rival such institutions as the
family, neighborhood, and local community, as “the nursery of human na-
ture” (Cooley 1909). Affinity groups are like the reference groups of modern
societies, such as political parties, religious affiliations, or professional or-
ganizations (Hyman 1942).

Affinity groups have emerged from, and often because of, subcultural
status. Implicit in the term subcultures is a hierarchical relation between
those units and a national culture. They are identified as subcultures by a
dominant, and presumably more valuable, culture of comparison. The prefix
sub denotes “below,” therefore “less than,” a higher culture. MC, by contrast,
conceptualizes “the other” as simply different, in a conscious attempt to es-
tablish equity between different segments of the population. Affinity groups
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depend on action and politics for their existence. They are consciously con-
structed by people who share a common experience of living. They prolifer-
ate as black diaspora women, Asian Pacific homosexual men, the American
Association of Retired Persons (AARP), and hundreds of other identities.

MC has overt and covert forms. This distinction affects the ways in
which diversity is recognized and mobilized. Overt diversity includes varia-
tion in skin color, sex, or age. Such markers as mode of dress and accent
also denote difference, and symbols alert us to variation in our midst. We
see diversity when Indian women use a velvety dot (bindia) on their fore-
head to show they are married, when Jewish men wear a yarmulke, or when
poor people wait in the rain to get into a soup kitchen. External markers, in-
cluding the phenotype, subject groups to judgment. However, when valua-
tion is based mainly on appearance, it is likely to be flawed or unfair; it may
entail enhanced status for some or denial of rights for others.

Covert diversity can also be genuine and powerful. Orientations that
may be concealed include class, religion, sexual preference, country of ori-
gin, and natal region. Bearers of hidden traits are advantaged by their abil-
ity to “pass,” or to control their expression situationally and contextually.
Consider the lesbian who presents herself as “straight” in a competition for
a job. But pretending to be something one is not takes a psychological toll.
The dominant etiquette may suggest that certain identities remain con-
cealed. But consciousness raisers and mobilizers (community organizers)
may try to bring such covert identities to the surface and use them for affir-
mative action. Others may then resent the public expression and spread of
formerly concealed identities by social movements aimed at what they per-
ceive as special rights. Taking pride in once-hidden identities, activists may
strive to make the identity apparent—for example, through organization,
speech, mannerisms, or dress.

MC is a new social contract in the making. Its chief organizing principle
is culture. Political activism has spread awareness of difference within
North America. MC validates the past and present contributions of various
culturally defined groups. For example, black activists have stressed key
roles played by African Americans in the economic development of the
United States. MC exposes inequality, such as educational and economic
disparities when Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans are compared with
other Americans. MC also advocates sociocultural parity, for example, the
inclusion of women’s or African-American studies in the core undergradu-
ate curriculum.

THEORY OF MULTICULTURALISM

MC denotes a pattern of sociocultural integration for contemporary soci-
eties. Central to MC as a form of social integration is its relation to political
power and its effectiveness in promoting change. In its most popular and
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palatable form, MC acknowledges human diversity. Its ethical relativism as-
sumes that variation should be lateral rather than hierarchical. In other
words, the various culturally defined groups within the multicultural soci-
ety should be valued equally, with equal rights and status, rather than exist-
ing in a hierarchy, in which some groups rank higher than others. MC
reveals the capacity of culture—specifically ideas, symbols, and political
views—to create social realities.

Sociocultural Transformation

Technological change is the prime mover of social and cultural transforma-
tion. Simple technology is associated with slow change, whereas complex
technical advances speed the alteration of economic, political, and social in-
stitutions (White 1949/1969; Harris 1979; Lenski, Lenski, and Nolan 1991).
The Industrial Revolution, which began in England in the mid-18th century,
led to the rapid concentration of people in cities. Contemporary technolog-
ical progress, especially in transportation and the electronic media, has pro-
duced the Information Revolution. Human life is now determined chiefly by
access to and application of technology and ideas in a global market econ-
omy. Concomitant with developing forms of economic and social organiza-
tion are systems of meaning that people adopt to shape, define, and justify
their lives. One of the most compelling features of contemporary societies is
the role that culture itself, particularly human action and symbolism, plays
in organizing and integrating our lives.

In nonindustrial societies, primordial attachments, including heritage,
territory, descent, and marital alliances, are the main forms of sociocultural
integration. Such societies may offer a fairly coherent and congenial way of
life for their members. Hunting and gathering groups feature homogeneity,
social and cultural unity, and political and economic equality, with stratifi-
cation limited to gender and age. Members share resources, quality of life,
and a common system of meaning.

Following the invention of agriculture, an increase in economic special-
ization was accompanied by the growth of social and political stratifica-
tion. Agrarian communities were linked to cities, nation-states, and market
economies. Kinship diminished as a cultural force, as formal economic,
political, and religious institutions assumed a larger role in regulating in-
terpersonal relations. Formal education supplemented enculturation as a
socializing force. This also increased specialization and social inequality.

Later, with the Industrial Revolution, the dominant source of collective
consciousness became people’s relation to the production and consumption
of goods in a market-oriented society. Occupational identities, loyalties, and
ties assumed a new prominence. Economic specialization intensified, along
with the formality and complexity of government, education, and religion.

Today’s high-tech economy, based on services and information process-
ing, has produced new forms of social organization. People now have social
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identities based not only on “who they are” and “what they do” but also on
“what they know.” Senses of self and of belonging are increasingly fueled by
ideational energy. People who share political, psychological, and cognitive
orientations establish new groups and identities. In North America, identi-
ties based on culture coexist with, but dominate, those with more conven-
tional roots, such as ancestry, territory, and original homeland.

As old comfort zones erode, new ones emerge to meet our needs. Large-
scale forces are pushing people worldwide into a general state of fragmenta-
tion, imbalance, disequilibrium, insecurity, and confusion. Correspondingly,
people struggle, using culture as an organizing strategy, to build a congenial
way of life and a coherent identity based on shared experience and meaning.

Multiculturalism in the North American Mainstream

MC expresses our need to belong. Today’s North Americans are building re-
lations, bonds, and loyalties through common knowledge. We may call this
form of integration ideational solidarity. The needs to belong and to resist
inequality translate into voluntary group construction, with the creation of
charters for collective rights (Featherstone 1990; King 1991).

The global organization of work moves people and cultural content
across national boundaries, creating a diverse workforce (Johnston 1994).
People may sever existing ties and create new ones. Individuals often aban-
don, or modify, old patterns of behavior and thought and invent others
for a new location (Wolf 1982). Today, social integration relies less on a
shared past and territory, or descent, than it does on a shared present and
political position.

What do we mean when we speak of culture as an integrative, mobiliz-
ing force? A culture may develop when individuals who are subjected to
similar conditions, share similar experiences, and have similar interests or-
ganize and unite. Individual interests and rights are merged, articulated,
and valorized as group interests and collective rights. The psychosocial
plight of persons becomes the social plight of a group, a process that trans-
forms the personal into the political.

When a personal predicament is articulated as a sociocultural phenom-
enon, it often warrants economic accommodation and attains political le-
gitimacy. For example, when a homosexual seeks validation and protection
as an American citizen, he does not talk about his sexual behavior. Rather,
he marches in a pride parade along with thousands of other “Queer Nation-
alists” and displays a sign that reads: “It’s about Human Rights, Stupid!” MC
is more than human diversity, personal preference, and artifacts. It is the po-
litical organization of culture in contemporary nation-states. A striking fea-
ture of contemporary society is the active role that individuals are playing in
constructing and defining culture.

Individuals who are mobilizing agents constitute another determinant
of MC. These are elite members of minority groups, who also belong to the
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national elite. Often they are artists and intellectuals with access to major
social institutions, especially education and the media. Their effectiveness
reflects their strength and advantages as the privileged of the underprivi-
leged. They have the technical means, including the written word, to contest
inequity. In doing so, they give voice to a group of “others” marked by eth-
nicity, race, gender, and other social classifications. They fight exploitation
of their “own kind” and mobilize others to work for reform.

The commercialization of MC has also influenced North American soci-
ety. The entrepreneurial spirit reigns in the Western world of cultural pro-
duction. Corporations consider segments of the gay market, the Hispanic
market, and the senior market as they produce and advertise goods, serv-
ices, and information. Some of them hire cultural consultants to assess the
consumer tastes of a racially and ethnically diverse population. Clever mar-
keters have generated xenomania, love of anything “otherly,” from ethnic
prints, jewelry, food, and music, to spiritualism. At home, Americans, par-
ticularly young educated ones, may display foreign artifacts, such as African
masks in an Irish Catholic household.

The marketing of MC also benefits people who produce and sell items
associated with their own native culture, heritage, or present culture of ref-
erence. Shops specializing in African goods, Native American objects, and

Illustrating the urban face of multicultural North America are these signs in English,
Spanish, and Chinese on a building in New York City. What products are being
advertised?
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international gifts are a booming business in metropolitan centers. Ethnic
enclaves and areas with concentrated gay and lesbian populations have spe-
cialty shops for local customers and interested visitors. Confirming diver-
sity’s mass appeal are catalogs that target goods, services, and ideas to
specific cultures. Americans are consumers, and MC is a hot commodity.

Jennifer Steinhauer (1997) describes ways in which some large retail
chains have started targeting cultural diversity, focusing especially on the
fastest-growing ethnic group in the United States, the 35 million Americans
of Hispanic origin. Previously, such chains as Sears and J.C. Penney did cen-
tralized buying, which was compatible with an assimilationist model, the
notion that all Americans would want the same things. Now, signaling the
significance of MC and diversity in the American mainstream, micromer-
chandising extends to varied groups and tastes. For example, Sears stores in
Asian neighborhoods carry rice cookers and what buyers perceive to be suit-
able clothing sizes. Houston Sears offers western wear in February for
Rodeo Week. But Hispanic customers in Texas get the most attention, be-
cause there are so many of them (one-third of the state’s populace), linked
by language, if not by a homogeneous culture.

MC started its penetration of retailing with grocery stores, to accommo-
date ethnic food preferences, and the trend has spread to other retail chains.
In 1997, Sears had 148 stores concentrating on Hispanic shoppers in eight
states. J.C. Penney had 120. Circuit City arranges for items bought in its
American stores to be picked up by friends and relatives at affiliated outlets
in Mexico.

A tour of the East Los Angeles Sears store, which caters to Spanish speak-
ers, found subtle differences in almost every department. The women’s de-
partment carried smaller sizes than other Sears stores did, and men’s jeans
had narrower waists and shorter inseams. Colors for women were brighter;
and skirts, shorter. Custom-made curtains had been eliminated in favor of
sewing machines (Steinhauer 1997).

Effective multicultural marketing recognizes in-group variation. Re-
tailers do not stock each Hispanic-oriented store in exactly the same way.
Products may be geared toward middle-class Cuban shoppers in Miami, im-
migrants from Mexican towns in Los Angeles, and students of Puerto Rican
ancestry in New York. Some retail executives try to tweak stores, region by
region. According to a merchandise manager quoted by Steinhauer, “South-
ern Californian Mexican-American is very different from a San Antonio
Mexican-American” (1997).

Mainstream companies are also aiming sales pitches at homosexuals as
part of efforts to reach segments of the general consumer market. Stuart El-
liott (1997) notes that images associated with gay men and lesbians have be-
come increasingly prevalent in print advertisements for products as
disparate as Absolut vodka, American Express traveler’s checks, Subaru au-
tomobiles, and Gardenburger vegetable patties. Such images are also turn-
ing up on TV, in commercials aimed at general audiences as well as gay and
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lesbian consumers. The spots feature same-sex couples, celebrities known to
be homosexuals, drag performers, and even transsexuals. As of mid-1997,
British and Canadian spots with kissing male and female couples, for Guin-
ness and Molson Dry beers, had been made (Elliott 1997).

The Center of Cultural Production

As a social movement, MC takes aim at a particular social order. The United
States features an elaborate system of ordering—of classifying and ranking
groups. People are divided into status groups, including sociocultural pe-
ripheries organized by varied social and cultural criteria of membership. The
society is culturally diverse, with social segments that remain symbolically
subordinate to a ruling elite. A dominant culture of comparison is formed
by occupants of a center, who possess a standardized set of credentials and
qualifications. To borrow from Marx’s paradigm, they own and control the
means and relations of cultural production.

The culture of power is increasingly heteromorphic, that is, varied in
appearance. Activists tend to stereotype the center as a monolithic world of
wealthy WASP males. Actually, the emerging culture of power, thriving on
cultural capital, selects for certain types of individuals, frequently regardless
of sex, age, origin, class of birth, regional roots, sexual orientation, race, or
religion. Such people are distinguished by actual or potential commercial
success in the world of cultural production. The worth that society grants
them is based on certain constants: production, profit, and creativity. The
market value of imagination increases when it is articulated as information,
viewpoint, design, technology, service, standard of production, and criteria
for defining and improving the human condition. The polarity between the
privileged and the underprivileged is marked less and less by conventional
contrasts like black and white, male and female, or straight and gay. A more
compelling dichotomy is that between the chosen and the rejects—the cul-
turally fit and the others.

The center reinforces its legitimacy by constantly affirming its superior
quality, morality, and value. The ranked segmentation of people, the media
manipulation of group images, and the deliberate devaluation (“dissing”) of
certain social segments are intrinsic to this process.

The battle to maintain credibility by the dominant group may use natu-
ralization, linking social stratification to biological and psychological fac-
tors. Intrinsic features of biology and psychology may be invoked to justify
discrimination against those who fail to meet standards of production in a
market economy. The idea of a natural hierarchy has been used to justify
sexism, classism, racism, heterosexism, and ageism.

Another way to justify the subordination of groups is rationalization, the
scientific justification of inferiority, which the center presents as fact. The
value of the cultural content associated with ranked segments is measured
against the dominant culture of comparison. By constructing skewed defini-
tions of other groups, the dominant one sets the standard for human worth.
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Justifications of stratification are imbued with a myth, a master fiction
that supports inequality among groups. The master fiction of contemporary
market societies, including our own, emphasizes the opposition of culture
and subculture. Before MC, culture had been presented as mass, official,
formal, real, desirable, and true. By contrast, subculture referred to folklore,
to alternative, unofficial, exotic, limited, segmental, or vulgar patterns of be-
havior and thought. The dominant culture reinforced the assumed relation
between cultural value and commercial success.

Agency and Resistance

But this has changed. In a multicultural society, minority cultures deemed
inferior by dominant standards of value respond by creating standards of
their own. Leaders of those communities, whose inherent “bifocality” in-
forms them of the operative rules in both the dominant and the minority
group, mobilize their members to invest and develop inwardly, in opposi-
tion to outgroup definitions of humanity. These manifestations of MC con-
tradict what Antonio Gramsci (1971) refers to as the “spontaneous consent”
that subordinates give to the centralized, dominant culture in nation-states.
Rather, MC demonstrates the effects of planned resistance to state policies
that do not meet the needs, or represent the interests, of many Americans.

Individuals are more easily assimilated and accommodated than are clus-
ters. They are also more easily ignored. It is more difficult to assimilate, or
obliterate, culturally organized communities. They demand and receive po-
litical attention. Persistence of a dominant culture in contemporary nation-
states breeds many other culturally organized groups who compete for
resources, legal protection, and a meaningful life.

Illustrating agency and resistance, Mirta Ojito (1997) describes how
hundreds of residents of New Britain, Connecticut, created an organization
called Puerto Rican Organization for Unity and Dignity (PROUD) to combat
prejudice there. The impetus was a report in which some local business
leaders blamed Puerto Ricans for the city’s lack of economic progress. They
said Puerto Rican workers were lazy and unreliable, with poor family values
and language skills. The only solution for New Britain, they said, was to rid
the city of the Puerto Ricans, who, they claimed, strained the city’s public
housing and financial resources.

The report caused such a stir that several business leaders apologized for
their comments, and two of them lost their leadership positions. Not content
with these acts of contrition, Puerto Ricans in New Britain contacted the
Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund, a national advocacy group
based in New York, which, in turn, asked the federal government to inves-
tigate the handling of public money (which had financed the report) in
New Britain.

Historically, New Britain has been a city of immigrants (Irish, Germans,
Italians, Poles, and Puerto Ricans), with the last ones to arrive traditionally
blamed for alleged shortcomings. By the late 1990s, however, with the loss
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of jobs in the hardware industry, the city’s economic situation had never
been as bleak. Anti-immigrant sentiment had become so pronounced, ac-
cording to PROUD, that some New Britain business leaders felt emboldened
to vent private feelings in a public document (Ojito 1997).

The report spurred heated meetings, demonstrations, and the formation
of PROUD. In a letter to town leaders, members of PROUD made several de-
mands. They sought to serve on public boards and city commissions and to
have a voice in the city’s economic planning. The anti-Hispanic rhetoric in
the report ignited the Hispanic community, propelled its mobilization, and
forced business people to pay attention. Puerto Ricans made up 16 percent
of New Britain’s population in the 1990 Census, increasing to 27 percent in
2000. PROUD forced the city to recognize the purchasing power and voting
significance of an organized Puerto Rican population.

The increasing political sophistication of Puerto Ricans in New Britain,
moving from anger to specific demands and, later, to active participation, is
similar to what has happened among Hispanic groups across the United
States. “It’s like someone lit a keg and it is ready to go,” observed Lisa Navar-
rete, the public information director of the National Council of La Raza, the
largest Hispanic civil rights organization in the United States. Ms. Navarrete
pointed to 1996 voting records (5.2 million Hispanic votes were cast in the
presidential election nationwide, a jump of more than a million from 1992)
as an example of how Hispanic citizens are influencing politics (Ojito 1997).
Hispanics cast 7 percent of votes in the 2000 presidential election, versus
5 percent in 1996 (Migration News 2000).

For one more example of Hispanic agency, see the 2000 PBS documen-
tary “The Forgotten Americans” or visit the website http://www.pbs.org/klru/
forgottenamericans. The focus is some 500,000 people living in neighbor-
hoods on the South Texas–Mexico border. The communities of Las Colonias
consist predominantly of Mexican-American families who live in abject
poverty. Many lack running water and electricity in their homes. Tradition-
ally, these people, who are U.S. citizens, have had only rudimentary repre-
sentation. Recently, residents have formed a grass-roots effort to lobby for
economic development funds. They have organized themselves into a polit-
ical force that works with lawmakers to take action on behalf of the com-
munity and its human rights.

MC depends on human agency, the organized efforts of leaders of disad-
vantaged groups (and their followers). Their role as culture makers has given
life to patterns of culture and thought that question, contradict, and often
defy the center. However, their work does not eliminate a center altogether.
Rather, it constructs a new dominant core by infusing it with personnel and
influences from varied peripheries. Another structural manifestation of MC
is the creation of multiple centers, or culturelets, within the nation-state.
Transformation of the center forces Americans to adjust by constructing
such smaller structures based on culture, through which they achieve par-
ticipation and social integration, and within which they meet emotional and
spiritual needs. 
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MULTICULTURALISM: THE MASTER MOVEMENT

We have seen that MC involves political mobilization—organized activity
seeking social change. Contemporary society produces culturally differenti-
ated groups, whose leaders and other members work to achieve social and
political legitimacy. A global information economy, an increasingly diverse
population, and the decline of state influence in daily life are factors that en-
courage interest groups to work to realize self-determination, security, and
meaning. As a master social movement, MC encompasses all the particular
movements in progress, such as the Afrocentric movement and the women’s
movement. MC seeks to liberate and democratize all minority groups that
occupy the peripheries of society. This effort has fueled awareness of strati-
fication in North America, the elevation of culture as power, and an appre-
ciation of culture as an agent of social change.

As a movement, MC emphasizes conscious, directed change. Advocates
fight for parity for all segments of the population. This focus differs from
the civil rights outlined by the U.S. Constitution, which guarantees funda-
mental freedoms to individuals. The prospect of extending civil, or human,
rights to all distinct groups in one nation-state is more challenging. But the
technology of our Information Age facilitates communication and collabo-
ration for a common cause or mission.

Over the past several decades, social movements have produced signifi-
cant changes in North America. The Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and
1960s eliminated legal segregation and gained rights for African Americans.
The women’s liberation movement sought for women the same economic, so-
cial, and political rights that men enjoy. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 spurred
federal action against institutional discrimination based on race and sex.
Later, affirmative action was implemented to ensure more equal representa-
tion of African Americans, women, and other minorities in the economy and
education, spheres historically dominated by white men. To enhance equity
in the labor force, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
investigates discriminatory practices within social institutions.

More recently, collective efforts to secure the civil rights of homosexu-
als, or those who define themselves as gay, lesbian, or bisexual, have helped
change the ways in which Americans view and judge love, psychosexual ori-
entation, sexual behavior, and gender identity. Legislation to protect the le-
gal rights of domestic partners, including people of the same sex who live
together and declare long-term commitment, is gaining slow acceptance.
Also pursuing organized efforts are people with disabilities, the elderly,
and other groups who feel their interests and needs are not being met by
formal institutions.

MC differs from prior social movements in that it represents a variety of
collective interests, rather than those of a single category. There are several
reasons for the rise and success of MC. First is actual or perceived differen-
tial access to resources. For example, women now judge their success and
comparable worth in the labor market by comparison with men (England
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1992). The global women’s movement continues to fight for greater political
participation by women (Davis, Leijenaar, and Oldersma 1991). African
Americans compare their representation in our economy, education, and
social life with that of other Americans (Wilson 1984; Lichter 1989). Afro-
centrism draws on race and culture as organizing principles, promoting
African patterns and perspectives as a strategy in seeking the cultural au-
tonomy of African Americans (Asante 1987, 1988).

Second is actual or perceived economic alienation. Our economy breeds
ageism, prejudice and discrimination against the elderly, who are displaced
as a group. Economic factors encourage retirement from official labor par-
ticipation and thus from social ties linked to an occupational status. More
important, the economy rewards production, speed, efficiency, and profit.
These criteria tend to marginalize and devalue groups that don’t measure up
to market demands, including the elderly and people with disabilities (But-
ler 1975). The disabilities civil rights movement combats inaccurate views
of people with disabilities and fosters their socioeconomic integration.
These efforts have resulted in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Amer-
icans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (Shapiro 1993).

Third is actual or perceived inequality in citizenship rights. Failure to
extend legal protection to all citizens spurs organized corrective efforts. For
example, the gay movement battles homophobia and negative stereotypes of
homosexuals, gays, lesbians, and bisexuals, and fights to extend their civil
and constitutional rights (Mohr 1988). The success of this movement owes
much to the composition of its personnel, its concentration of white, edu-
cated men and women, who are generally members of the middle and upper
classes. The collective capacity to articulate the movement’s mission as a
question of human rights transforms sexual orientation from a private mat-
ter into a public issue.

Fourth is actual or perceived inferior cultural status. Besides their eco-
nomic and political disadvantages, certain categories of Americans also suf-
fer from prejudice and discrimination on the basis of their traditions and
customs. Rural Americans, the poor, Southerners, Native Americans, Mexi-
can Americans, and Puerto Ricans are differentiated from dominant cul-
tural norms because of their cultural difference. They are also subordinated
and discriminated against for their presumed cultural inferiority. A Puerto
Rican who speaks with an accent is more likely to be judged unqualified for
public office than one without an accent. Similarly, expression of certain
agrarian values, for example, “freedom from supervision, flexibility of work
pace, and daily independence,” subjects farmers to prejudice and limits the
degree of integration and political parity farm workers can achieve in large-
scale agribusiness (Barlett 1993, p. 79).

Native Americans have faced cultural subordination since the early set-
tlers from Europe distinguished “primitive” native culture from “progressive”
European culture. Recently, Native Americans have organized to reclaim
lands, to demand control over reservations, to construct their own social
standing in national society, and to assert pride in their cultural heritage
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and identity (Josephy 1982; Fost 1991). Similarly, educated and politically
active Latinas and Latinos have worked collectively to improve the socio-
cultural standing of Hispanics who, like Native Americans, suffer from both
material deprivation and cultural discrimination.

For example, James Engstrom examines problems and solutions reflect-
ing Mexican migration to Dalton, Georgia. The local carpet industry wel-
comes the immigrant labor force, but local political leaders and residents
complain about the strain the Mexicans place on the local economy and
school system. Through an exchange program with a Mexican university, co-
funded by industrialists and school officials, the community now benefits.
Graduates of that university now work as teachers’ aides in the local schools.
Engstrom notes that the carpet industry, “a loud and respected voice in the
community, is publicly articulating a positive response to immigration and is
celebrating the new multiculturalism of Dalton” (2001, p. 53).

As a political movement, MC seeks to promote the interests of all groups
that have faced discrimination. Some disadvantaged social segments lack the
resources and personnel that political movements require. The Afrocentric

Over the past several decades, social movements have produced significant changes in
North America. Here some 150 people march in Boston’s second Disability Pride Day.
The event aims at celebrating the lives of people with disabilities, educating the general
public, and demonstrating that disability is a natural part of the human experience.
Speakers at the event stressed rights to equal access and participation in society. This
photo shows that people of many backgrounds, ages, and identities are unified
politically by the disability movement.
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movement, the women’s movement, and the gay movement have succeeded
because the ranks of each include a strong elite, which effectively advances
the political agenda. These three movements constitute the basis of such
mini-intracommunity and cross-community movements as lesbians of color.

All the particular movements by self-defined collectivities combine to
create a master movement. Seeking economic prosperity, political legiti-
macy, cultural integrity, personal security, and human worth for all Ameri-
cans, the multicultural society has several stances and goals. It questions the
superiority and value of a cultural center. It focuses energies on “decenter-
ing,” on recognizing a multiplicity of cultural cores within a single society.
MC challenges the naturalized hierarchy of groups within the labor market
and society. MC recognizes permeable group boundaries, fluid social identi-
ties, and multiple memberships and statuses of North Americans. It rein-
forces the expression of personal identity through culturally organized
groups. It emphasizes group-determined definitions, needs, and interests. It
encourages in-group cultural production and representation of collective
agony and rage as prerequisites to collective action. MC promotes the use of
culture as a source of power—identity politics that rely on numbers and po-
litical consensus. It generates institutionalized, group-determined practices
for self-protection, preservation, and reproduction. It advocates absolute
cultural relativism in society. MC is rooted in a rapidly integrating world
system with a proliferation of culture-based groups. The discontent felt by
such groups and the mobilization by minority elites across different groups
foster collaboration aimed at social reform.
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